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Abstract. Habitat selection is a fundamental aspect of animal ecology, the understanding
of which is critical to management and conservation. Global positioning system data from
animals allow fine-scale assessments of habitat selection and typically are analyzed in a use–
availability framework, whereby animal locations are contrasted with random locations (the
availability sample). Although most use–availability methods are in fact spatial point process
models, they often are fit using logistic regression. This framework offers numerous
methodological challenges, for which the literature provides little guidance. Specifically, the
size and spatial extent of the availability sample influences coefficient estimates potentially
causing interpretational bias. We examined the influence of availability on statistical inference
through simulations and analysis of serially correlated mule deer GPS data. Bias in estimates
arose from incorrectly assessing and sampling the spatial extent of availability. Spatial
autocorrelation in covariates, which is common for landscape characteristics, exacerbated the
error in availability sampling leading to increased bias. These results have strong implications
for habitat selection analyses using GPS data, which are increasingly prevalent in the
literature. We recommend that researchers assess the sensitivity of their results to their
availability sample and, where bias is likely, take care with interpretations and use cross
validation to assess robustness.

Key words: autocorrelation; GPS radio telemetry; resource selection function, RSF; spatial point
process; species distribution model; use–availability data; wildlife.

INTRODUCTION

Habitat selection is a behavioral process by which

animals choose the most suitable locations in order to

maximize fitness (Fretwell and Lucas 1969). Under-

standing the selection process can provide insight into

population regulation, species interactions, and preda-

tor–prey dynamics (Morris 2003) and thus is fundamen-

tal to animal ecology. With advancements in global

positioning systems (GPS), radio telemetry, and geo-

graphic information systems (GIS), the data required to

examine habitat selection patterns of free-ranging

animals are increasingly available, spurring a prolifera-

tion of recent studies on this topic.

The most common method for examining habitat

selection patterns from GPS radio collar data is the

resource selection function (RSF, see Table 1 [Manly et

al. 2002, Johnson et al. 2006]). Resource selection

functions typically are fit in a use–availability frame-

work, whereby environmental covariates (e.g., elevation)

at the locations where the animal was present (the used

locations) are contrasted with covariates at random

locations taken from an area deemed to be available for

selection (the availability sample [Manly et al. 2002,

Johnson et al. 2006]). Such methods are inherently based

on models for spatial point processes (as are many

species distribution models; e.g., Warton and Shepherd

[2010]), however logistic regression, which asymptoti-

cally approximates a point process model (Johnson et al.

2006, Aarts et al. 2012), typically is used to estimate

coefficients (but see Baddeley and Turner [2000], Lele

and Keim [2006], Johnson et al. [2008], and Aarts et al.

[2012] for alternate approaches). Logistic regression

allows researchers to easily obtain inference on selection

or avoidance of covariates and to generate maps for use

in subsequent analysis (Boyce and McDonald 1999).

Such methods have been used to examine numerous

ecological processes and address important management

questions, including the interplay between habitat and

dispersal (Shafer et al. 2012), the presence of ecological

traps (Northrup et al. 2012), and functional responses in

wildlife interactions with anthropogenic development
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(Hebblewhite and Merrill 2008, Matthiopoulos et al.

2011).

The relative ease of fitting RSFs has made them

popular in animal ecology. However, these methods

offer a number of methodological challenges (e.g., Aarts

et al. 2008). In particular, the size and spatial extent of

the availability sample can significantly influence coef-

ficient estimates and subsequent inference (Boyce et al.

2003, Boyce 2006, Warton and Shepherd 2010). Despite

this fact, there is a striking lack of robust guidance for

choosing the availability sample and most applied

studies likely are incorrectly sampling availability

(Warton and Shepherd 2010). Here we illustrate the

influence of the availability sample size and spatial

extent on inference from RSFs under the most

commonly used sampling designs, with the goal of

offering robust guidance for practitioners. We first

review pertinent literature regarding the availability

sample and summarize recognized issues. We then

illustrate the influence of the availability sample on

coefficient estimates through simulations and an empir-

ical analysis of GPS data from mule deer (Odocoileus

hemionus), and provide guidance on how best to

implement robust RSFs.

The use–availability framework and important consid-

erations.—For RSFs fit under a use–availability design,

the used locations are a realization from the used

distribution fU(x) (see Table 1), which can be written as

a weighted version of the availability distribution fA(x)

(Johnson et al. 2006, Lele and Keim 2006, Hooten et al.

2013):

f UðxÞ ¼ wðx 0bÞf AðxÞZ
wðx 0bÞf AðxÞdx

ð1Þ

where x is a vector of environmental covariates, with a

corresponding vector of coefficients, b. In this weighted

distribution (Eq. 1), w(x0b) is the RSF, and can be

interpreted as how the animal selects habitat from fA(x).

The RSF can take a number of functional forms (e.g.,

probit, logistic [Lele 2009]); however Johnson et al.

(2006) prove that, provided w(x0b) takes the exponential
form [i.e. w(x0b)¼ ex 0b], logistic regression can be used to

obtain unbiased estimates of b. When using logistic

regression, the RSF approximates a spatial point

process model and can be interpreted as the expected

number of used locations per unit area (Warton and

Shepherd 2010, Aarts et al. 2012). Thus, Poisson

regression also can be used to obtain unbiased estimates

of b in Eq. 1, with the dependent variable being the

number of used locations within a discrete spatial unit.

The intercept in Poisson regression scales the RSF to the

number of used locations, but as with logistic regression

has no biological meaning (W. Fithian and T. Hastie,

unpublished manuscript).

The purpose of the availability sample is to approx-

imate the integral in the denominator of Eq. 1, and if

this sample is too small then the point process model

itself is poorly approximated and any inference drawn

from the resulting coefficients is incorrect. In determin-

ing the size of the availability sample, it is the ratio of

used to available locations that is of paramount

importance, with larger ratios providing worse approx-

imations (W. Fithian and T. Hastie, unpublished

manuscript). While these factors imply that the avail-

ability sample should be as large as possible, there is a

trade-off between size and computation time, with little

guidance on optimal sample size. Manly et al. (2002)

suggest sensitivity analyses be conducted to determine

the sample size. Several studies have suggested that a

minimum of 10 000 locations are required (Lele and

Keim 2006, Lele 2009, Barbet-Massin et al. 2012), and

Aarts et al. (2012) report that samples of 10 000

locations provide accurate estimates for data simulated

from a single covariate. Both Warton and Shepherd

(2010) and Aarts et al. (2012) also indicate that regular

(as opposed to random) sampling of the availability

TABLE 1. Terms used in resource selection function (RSF) analysis and their definitions, adapted from Manly et al. (2002),
Johnson et al. (2006), Lele and Keim (2006), Beyer et al. (2010), and Aarts et al. (2012).

Term Definition

Habitat The set of biotic and abiotic factors characterizing the space an animal inhabits; in
RSF analysis, a set of environmental covariates at discrete locations in space,
meant to approximate these factors

Use The exploitation of habitat to meet a real or perceived biological need; in RSF
analysis, the presence of an animal at a location

Used distribution The probability density functions for all animal locations over a specific time
period; f U(x) in the weighted distribution (Eq. 1)

Used sample A measured subset of the used distribution
Availability The amount and configuration of habitat over an area of interest
Availability distribution The probability density function of all locations available to be selected over an

area of interest; fA(x) in the weighted distribution (Eq. 1)
Availability sample A measured, user-defined subset of the availability distribution (used to

approximate the integral in the weighted distribution; Eq. 1)
Selection Use disproportionate to availability
Resource selection function (RSF) Any function proportional to the probability of selection of habitat; w(x0b) in the

weighted distribution.

Notes: In the definitions above, x is a vector of environmental covariates, with a corresponding vector of coefficients, b.
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space can reduce the sample needed to approximate the

point process model. Likewise, W. Fithian and T. Hastie

(unpublished manuscript) show that weighting the avail-

ability sample by an arbitrarily large value can

accomplish the same. In addition, Barbet-Massin et al.

(2012) suggest that the modeling framework (e.g., GLM,

GAM, or machine learning methods) can influence the

number of availability points needed. Despite these

suggestions, ad hoc approaches to choosing the size of

the availability sample appear to be the norm (e.g., 1

point/km2 [Hebblewhite and Merrill 2008]), and likely

under-sample availability, thus poorly approximating

the integral in Eq. 1 (Warton and Shepherd 2010).

However, it is unclear how such under-sampling

influences coefficient estimates in a real-world example

where researchers assess multiple correlated environ-

mental factors across large landscapes and for multiple

individuals.

As with the sample size, the spatial extent over which

availability is drawn can substantially influence coeffi-

cient estimates and subsequent inference (Johnson 1980,

Garshelis 2000, Boyce et al. 2003, Beyer et al. 2010).

This extent depends on the scale of inference desired

(i.e., first-, second-, third-, or fourth-order selection

[Johnson 1980]), and the availability sample must match

the scale of inference or there could be strong biases in

the interpretation of coefficient estimates (Beyer et al.

2010). This issue has rarely been addressed explicitly

from a methodological perspective (but see Beyer et al.

2010). Instead studies typically compare used locations

to availability samples drawn across differing spatial

extents (Johnson 1980, Boyce et al. 2003, Boyce 2006),

and interpret differences in coefficients as the behavioral

response of the animal to habitats at different scales. In

most GPS studies, however, animal locations are not

independent from one another (i.e., they are autocorre-

lated), which causes difficulties in inference from RSFs.

With the exception of Johnson et al. (2008), the issue of

autocorrelation in habitat selection studies only has been

addressed in terms of model assumptions (i.e., indepen-

dence of errors [Fieberg et al. 2010]). When animal

locations are sampled at high resolution, the habitat

available to be selected also is autocorrelated (Hooten et

al. 2013), an issue that has been largely overlooked.

Despite this autocorrelation, inference can be obtained

at the desired scale through thinning of autocorrelated

data, or accounting for autocorrelation explicitly in the

model (Hooten et al. 2013). Without proper correction

or thinning, comparing the used locations to a

misinterpreted availability sample (i.e., areas that were

not accessible to the animal) complicates the interpre-

tation of coefficients. These coefficients likely represent

some mix of a behavioral response to the environmental

factors, and noise induced by the distribution of the

covariates on the landscape and the movement of the

animal (Beyer et al. 2010). The interaction between the

spatial extent from which availability is drawn, auto-

correlation in landscape covariates, and the availability

sample size is of critical importance and has not been

assessed.

METHODS

We examined the influence of the size and spatial

extent of the availability sample on RSF coefficient

estimates. Using simulations, we first examined the most

common scale of inference in the applied literature:

selection of habitat within the home range (third-order

selection [Johnson 1980]). Next we examined selection of

habitat from within a buffer around each used location

(third/fourth-order selection), again using simulation.

We also examined the consequences of inaccurately

assessing availability in both cases. Finally we examined

these scales of selection in an analysis of GPS data from

mule deer in the Piceance Basin, Colorado, USA. All

analyses herein were conducted in the R statistical

software (R Development Core Team 2012).

Third-order simulation.—We simulated used animal

locations as an inhomogeneous Poisson spatial point

process (IPP) on a true landscape in the Piceance Basin

in northwestern Colorado. Locations were simulated as

a function of a single environmental covariate (eleva-

tion) with w(x0b) ¼ eb0þb1x across a subset of the study

area (here b1 ¼ 2, and we varied b0 to achieve desired

used sample sizes). We then drew 1 000 000 random

locations across (1) the same spatial extent as the used

locations (hereafter the ‘‘matched sample’’) and (2) an

area greater than that from which use was simulated

(hereafter the ‘‘mismatched sample’’). The mismatched

sample simulates a situation in which what was truly

available to be selected by the animal is inaccurately

assessed by the researcher. From the larger availability

samples, we randomly drew smaller samples ranging in

size from 100 to 50 000 (100, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000,

5000, 6000, 7000, 8000, 9000, 10 000, 30 000, and 50 000)

and fit RSFs using logistic regression. We repeated this

process 500 times for three different ratios of used to

available locations (80, 650, and 3500 used samples), and

calculated the expectation of the coefficient estimator

[E(b̂1)] and the 95% simulation envelope.

To assess the interaction between landscape hetero-

geneity, availability sample size, and spatial extent, we

repeated the above analyses on simulated landscapes

with varying levels of autocorrelation for a binary and a

continuous covariate (see Appendix A). For the binary

covariate, we varied the proportion of the landscape

composed of that covariate. We simulated use and fit

models as above (with b1 ¼ 0.5) for matched and

mismatched availability. We calculated the coefficient

estimator and 95% simulation envelope for two ratios of

use to availability (600 and 6000 used samples, though

only the former for the binary covariate).

Third/fourth-order simulation.—A common approach

to characterizing availability in RSFs entails delineating

a buffer around each used location, with the buffer

radius determined by the movement of the animal (e.g.,

the mean Euclidean displacement between locations
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[Boyce et al. 2003]), and assessing availability within

each buffer. In this case, Eq. 1 is then modified such that

f U
i ðxÞ ¼

wðx 0bÞf A
i ðxÞZ

wðx 0bÞf A
i ðxÞdx

ð2Þ

where f A
i is the availability distribution for point i. RSFs

are fit using conditional logistic regression, with the used

points matched to the available points within their

respective buffers. To examine the influence of the size of

the availability sample on coefficients estimated with this

approach, we randomly placed 500 buffers with a 100 m

radius (size was chosen arbitrarily) on landscapes

simulated with different levels of autocorrelation. We

then simulated use as an IPP within each buffer with

w(x0b) ¼ eb0þb1x (a single point was then randomly

selected to act as the used location). We then drew 1000

random locations within each buffer. From this sample

we drew availability samples ranging from 1 to 500

points, repeating this process 500 times for each sample

size, from which the expectation of the coefficient

estimator and 95% simulation envelope were calculated.

We repeated this process for a mismatched availability

sample, drawn from within a 200-m buffer drawn

around the same centroids.

Mule deer analysis.—We explored the above issues

using an empirical data set from 53 female mule deer

captured and fit with GPS radio collars set to attempt a

fix once every 5 hours between 2008 and 2010 (C. R.

Anderson, unpublished data). Though these data arise

from a movement process, they are commonly used to fit

RSFs, approximating a point process model, and thus

all of the same issues apply. We fit RSFs in a use–

availability framework separately for each deer, exam-

ining a suite of 14 environmental covariates expected to

influence deer habitat selection based on preliminary

analysis (Appendix B) and compared three approaches

for sampling availability. The first two methods were

based on home range estimates, where 100 000 random

locations were drawn for each animal across both the

100% minimum convex polygon (MCP) and a polygon

delineated by buffering all locations for each individual

by the mean Euclidean displacement between locations

(400 m), and combining these into a single polygon for

each deer. These analyses provide inference at the third

order of selection. Aside from controlling for differing

availability, we made the assumption that that the GPS

locations were independent, following the advice of Otis

and White (1999). We next examined location-based

availability for a limited number of individuals by

buffering each use location by 400 m and drawing 1000

random locations within each buffer. For all analyses,

we extracted and standardized ([x � x̄]/rx) all continu-

ous predictor covariates for every used and available

location, and randomly selected subsets of the availabil-

ity sample; for the MCP and buffered polygon, we

selected samples ranging from 100 to 50 000 locations,

and for the movement buffers between 5 and 500

locations per buffer. We fit RSFs to individual deer

using either logistic regression or conditional logistic

regression. We repeated this process 1000 times and

recorded the expectation of the coefficient estimator and

95% intervals of the mean coefficient estimates (i.e., 95%
quantiles of the group of all 1000 b̂ from the model

iterations; note these are not simulation envelopes). For

a subset of individuals, we drew 5 000 000 random

locations across their MCP and repeated this process,

drawing availability samples ranging from 5000 to

1 000 000 locations.

RESULTS

Simulations.—In all matched sample analyses exam-

ining third-order selection, with true or simulated

covariates, coefficient estimates were unbiased and

converged to an accurate value at availability samples

of 10 000 or less (Fig. 1D–F and Appendix C). In the

mismatched sample analysis, E(b̂1) was consistently

biased on the true landscape regardless of sample size

and differed substantially between small and large

availability samples (Appendix C). We note that in

discussing bias throughout, we are not strictly discussing

a statistical bias, as the model is accurately estimating

coefficients for the given used and available samples, but

rather a bias in inference, as results do not reflect the

data-generating process at this order of selection. With a

smaller used sample size, these issues were less pro-

nounced. In both analyses, the simulation envelope was

wider with fewer used samples (Fig. 1 and Appendix C).

On simulated landscapes, autocorrelation substantially

influenced both the bias and the size of the availability

sample needed for convergence (Fig. 1). For the

continuous covariate, when autocorrelation was weak,

E(b̂1) was unbiased and converged rapidly, but both bias

and the size of the availability sample needed for

convergence increased with autocorrelation. This bias

is not directly a result of autocorrelation, but rather

autocorrelation increases the degree of imbalance

between the true and sampled availabilities in the

mismatched sample analysis. Again, a larger availability

sample was needed for convergence with larger ratios of

use to availability and, in some cases, convergence was

not reached even at very large sample sizes. For the

binary covariate, coefficient estimates converged rapid-

ly. With moderate autocorrelation, estimates were

biased but the degree of bias depended on the

proportion of the landscape composed of that covariate

(Appendix A). Coefficient estimates from RSFs exam-

ining third/fourth-order selection converged to a sta-

tionary value at availability samples of 20–100 points

per buffer and were unbiased for the matched sample

analysis (Appendix C). With a mismatched sample,

estimates were influenced by autocorrelation, though

bias was only an issue at moderate levels of autocorre-

lation (Appendix C) and estimates converged at similar

sample sizes as for the matched sample.
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Mule deer analysis.—Results varied substantially

among individuals and among covariates within indi-

viduals. For many animals, coefficient estimates were

highly variable at small availability samples, but

appeared to converge to a consistent value at sample

sizes ranging from 1000 to 10 000 locations, or higher

(Fig. 2A). However, for many individual and covariate

combinations, there were substantial differences be-

tween E(b̂1) at small sample sizes and the value to which

it eventually converged (Fig. 2B, C). For a few

individuals, coefficient estimates did not converge until

extraordinarily large availability samples were used (Fig.

2B). These patterns often were not consistent among

covariates within the same individuals, and appeared to

be a function of the individual and covariate combina-

tion (though for some individuals these issues persisted

across covariates). In addition, these results were not

consistent between availability samples drawn from the

MCP and the buffered polygon. When examining third/

fourth-order selection coefficient estimates were consis-

tent at samples of 20 points per buffer or greater (Fig.

2D). We found no cases of extreme differences in E(b̂1)

FIG. 1. Continuous landscape covariates simulated as a Gaussian random field with low (range parameter /¼0.001), moderate
(/¼ 10), or high (/¼ 100) autocorrelation, and expectations of the coefficients (b1, black points) and 95% simulation envelopes
(solid lines) from 500 resource selection function (RSF) model iterations as a function of availability sample size, with matched or
mismatched availability compared to small (600) or large (6000) used sample sizes. Dotted lines represent the value used for
simulation. Models were fit with logistic regression in all cases.
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between small and large availability samples as seen in

the third-order analyses. In addition, the scale of the

conditional analysis limited inference to those covariates

that the deer interacted with locally, but reduced or

eliminated our ability to make inference on interactions

at a larger scale (e.g., broad avoidance of a covariate).

DISCUSSION

It has long been recognized that the definition of the

availability sample is critical when estimating RSFs in a

use–availability framework (Johnson 1980, Manly et al.

2002). However, to date there has been little formal

assessment of how coefficient estimates are influenced by

the size of this sample, with examinations of spatial

extent set in a biological rather than a methodological

context (but see Beyer et al. 2010). Thus, there is little

guidance for researchers using these methods. Our

results indicate that both factors must be carefully

considered to avoid analytical and interpretive biases.

The availability sample must be large enough to avoid

significant numerical integration error. If a sufficiently

large sample is not used then the model does not

accurately approximate a point process model, and any

inference is compromised. However, a sufficient size is

dependent on the animal, the covariates, the ratio of use

to availability, and an accurate representation of what is

available to the animal. In simulations with matched

samples, coefficient estimates were similar at all avail-

ability sample sizes and relatively few locations were

needed for estimates to converge (,10 000 third-order

analysis, and ,100 per buffer for third/fourth-order

analysis). In simulations with a mismatched sample,

more locations were needed for convergence in the third-

order analysis, but the expectation of the coefficient

estimators were biased at all sample sizes and differed

substantially between small and large samples.

Attributes of the environmental covariates heavily

influenced the interpretational bias of coefficient esti-

mates, but these factors were related to the scale of

inference. At the third order, bias was evident for
covariates with moderate and high spatial autocorrela-

tion. This issue was only present with moderate

autocorrelation when examining the third/fourth order,

with almost no bias at the highest levels of autocorre-

lation. Autocorrelation induces bias because a mismatch
in true and sampled availability in geographic space

leads to an imbalance in parameter space. Thus, the level

of imbalance appears to result from an interaction

between the autocorrelation structure and the extent
over which availability is sampled. With the third/fourth

order analysis the spatial extent is such that the

imbalance was greatest at moderate levels of autocorre-

lation, likely relating to the size of the covariate patches

relative to the extent of the availability sample. With
increasing buffer sizes in this analysis, similar bias likely

would occur at higher autocorrelation.

In the deer analysis, estimates often differed substan-

tially between small and large availability samples, but

more locations typically were needed for convergence

than in simulations. The results of the deer analysis
paired with those from the mismatched simulations

point to a likely inaccurate assessment of what was

available to the animal at the 3rd order, with unclear

results for the third/fourth-order (i.e., neither the
simulations nor the deer analysis exhibited large

differences between coefficient estimates at small and

large availability samples). Thus, it is possible that an

interpretational bias resulted from incorrectly assessing

what was available to be selected by the deer. Beyer et al.

FIG. 2. Expectation of the coefficients (solid
line) and upper and 95% quantiles of all b̂ from
1000 RSF model iterations (dashed lines) as a
function of availability sample size, for (A)
distance to edges for deer 10, (B) elevation for
deer 62, and (C, D) distance to streams for deer 2.
In panel A, availability was drawn from the
buffered polygon, for panels B and C it was
drawn from the MCP, and for panel D it was
drawn from buffers around each location. Mod-
els were fit with logistic regression for panels A–C
and with conditional logistic regression for panel
D.
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(2010) suggest that in such cases the term ‘‘preference’’

should be used in place of ‘‘selection’’ to highlight that

the behavioral process has not been captured. We agree

that some differentiation is needed and our results

provide some guidance for conditions that are likely to

cause a mismatch between the scale of availability and

the scale of desired inference (e.g., autocorrelation, and

small ratios of use to availability; however we note that

these results appear highly context and individual

dependent). While third/fourth-order analyses appear

to provide less bias between small and large availability

samples, we caution that location based analyses can be

more computationally intensive and limit inference

regarding interactions that occur at a larger scale than

that of the movement process (i.e., avoidance of

covariates at the third order will not be captured). In

addition, because the spatial extent of availability is

reduced with this method, there can be little variation

within certain environmental variables leading to high

multicollinearity and an ill-posed model. More sophis-

ticated methods for assessing selection and behavior

exist that can address the issues described here, including

movement-based RSFs that account for temporal

autocorrelation (e.g., Johnson et al. 2008, Hooten et

al. 2010, 2013), hierarchical methods providing robust

population-level inference (Duchesne et al. 2010), and

methods that explicitly account for the influence of

availability (Matthiopoulos et al. 2011). We note that

these methods require advanced statistical knowledge

and do not guard against interpretational bias.

The results of our analyses highlight the myriad of

issues that can influence coefficient estimates in RSF

analysis, but the question of the degree to which

inference is impacted remains. For studies that use

RSFs to strictly draw inference from resulting coeffi-

cients, it seems clear that there is the potential for

interpretational bias, likely exacerbated by high serial

autocorrelation in telemetry locations. However, RSFs

often are used solely to produce maps for subsequent

analysis or for use in management (Boyce and McDon-

ald 1999, Northrup et al. 2012, Shafer et al. 2012).

Often, such maps are categorized into broad bins and

cross validated or validated with other data (Johnson et

al. 2006). In these cases, small biases might have little

impact on the resulting map, particularly if validations

indicate a highly predictive surface.

Practical guidance and conclusions.—While our results

highlight numerous issues that can affect inference from

RSF analyses, they also offer guidance:

1) Most critically, a sufficiently large availability

sample must be used. If this sample is insufficient,

then logistic regression does not approximate the

point process model as intended, and no faith can be

put in coefficient estimates. A sensitivity analysis of

the availability sample size at the spatial extent of

interest should be included in any RSF analysis.

Such assessments could follow the methods present-

ed here, and those suggested elsewhere (e.g., Manly

et al. 2002, Warton and Shepherd 2010, Aarts et al.

2012) where multiple samples of varying sizes are

tested until coefficient estimates converge.

2) Provided a sufficiently large sample will be used, how

availability is drawn depends directly on the desired

scale of inference. Once this is determined, accurately

defining what is available to the animal and

matching the scale of availability to the desired scale

of inference is paramount in studies aimed at

obtaining inference on selection behavior. Such

definitions are difficult to obtain, thus, when

examining serially autocorrelated GPS data, multiple

scales of availability should be considered and

knowledge of the system in question will be critical

in interpreting responses across scales. However, we

note that inference is likely prone to bias, which can

vary across covariates relative to differences in

autocorrelation structure, and coefficients might

not represent the behavioral process (Beyer et al.

2010).

3) Where bias in inference is likely, behavioral inter-

pretation should be avoided. In such cases, mapping

applications validated with other data are still useful

(e.g., Shafer et al. 2012).

4) Extremely large availability samples will be needed

in some systems, which may add computing time,

thus researchers will need to decide what level of

consistency is desired, assess selection at a different

scale, or identify and remove problem individuals

(i.e., those for which convergence failed). Otherwise,

methods such as regular sampling of availability, or

weighting of the availability sample could be

explored (Aarts et al. 2012; W. Fithian and T.

Hastie, unpublished manuscript).

The fields of animal movement and habitat selection

are evolving at a rapid pace due to vast improvements in

data collection. Analyses of these data increasingly are

being used in resource management decision making and

planning, making robust analysis and inference critically

important. With such an ever-evolving field that has

potential societal implications, the need to continually

assess methods and assumptions is paramount.
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Appendix A

Simulation of landscape covariates as Gaussian random fields (Ecological Archives E094-131-A1).

Appendix B

Environmental covariates used in resource selection function (RSF) modeling for mule deer (Ecological Archives E094-131-A2).

Appendix C

Results of basic simulations and location-based availability simulations (Ecological Archives E094-131-A3).

Supplement

R code used in simulations and .R data files used in empirical deer analysis presented in the paper (Ecological Archives
E094-131-S1).
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